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Livestock Watering Systems: Source 
of Water

• Wells

• Ponds

• Springs

• Streams

Let’s find these girls an 
alternative water source. 



“Least-cost technically feasible”



Wells
• The most commonly utilized water source for livestock watering systems

• Advantages: 
– Existing on many sites

– Can be drilled where most convenient on the site 
(i.e. near power supply for pump)

– Relatively low maintenance

– Generally reliable (once drilled and yield is known)

– Generally a good “default” when no other reliable
sources on the site can be utilized

• Disadvantages:
– Gambling on yield when drilling a new well

– Expensive 

– Occasionally dry up or have problems

– Groundwater table is dropping in areas of heavy 
use

– Utilizing a homeowner’s existing well 



Protect the well head and 
electric meter from 
livestock damage



• According to the USGS, in 2010, 6.52 
million gallons per day were used by 
Virginians for livestock water. 

Declining Groundwater



Typical Well



Wells



Some well drillers are 
still using the old 
“Water Well 
Completion Report.” 
Recommend that they 
start using this one, 
which provides more 
information:





Ponds (Existing Ponds)

• Advantages: 
– Less expensive and “risky” than spring 

development or stream pickups

– Rarely will a reservoir be needed because the 
pond provides storage to meet the peak 
demand

– Large change in grade over short distance at 
embankment is ideal for a hydraulic ram pump 
on remote sites

• Disadvantages:
– May require more maintenance than a well

– Landowner needs to maintain the dam – if the 
embankment or spillway blows out, the water 
source will be gone

• Rarely used as watering sources, but can be very reliable 
and more economical that installing a new well



EFH11





PVC Riser 
Pipe

*NOTE: Route new pipelines 
around the embankment. 





Dry Hydrant







Springs
• Rarely used as watering sources, but can be 

very reliable and more economical that 
installing a new well

• Advantages: 
– Often the only source of water on remote sites

• Disadvantages:
– Most “good” springs have already been developed

– Seeps are very difficult to judge

– Environmental requirements make then not feasible 
in many cases (25% of flow, no flow-through systems)

– Require a fair amount of engineering experience and 
ESPECIALLY an experienced contractor

– May go dry when water is needed the most



Spring Box BELOW Cutoff Wall



Spring Box ABOVE Cutoff Wall



All bullets apply 
to all spring 
developments 
regardless of 
whether or not 
wetlands are 
involved. 



Streams

• Advantages: 
– May be the only water source available

• Disadvantages:
– Maintenance, maintenance, maintenance!

– Usually only possible on the largest of 
streams (depth of water/reliability, 
sediment/channel issues)

– Streams may dry up during the driest part 
of the year

• Rarely used as watering sources, but in limited applications, they 
can be developed as a water source

Photo Credit: Virginia DGIF

Would the Rose River (out front at Graves 
Mountain Lodge) make a good source for 
a dry hydrant or stream pick-up? 



Dry Hydrant



Stream Pick-Up



Limited Access
• A hardened limited access into a body of water (stream, pond, or spring-

fed stream) is generally a reliable least-cost alternative for remote sites

• Advantages: 
– All projects with “stream exclusion” would theoretically have a water source that 

could become a limited access (unless intermittent)

– “foolproof” water source (not dependent 
on power)

• Disadvantages:
– Require maintenance (may be damaged 

during heavy stream flows)

– Less water quality benefit than total 
stream exclusion

– Cattle may push each other around inside 
the limited access 



See CPS 614 Watering Facility:

6:1 maximum if also serving as 
a stream crossing. 6:1 or flatter 
recommended.



Limited Access in Shade:

Cattle have shade and water in one place; 
why would they leave on a summer day?

Results in:
-Reduced grazing efficiency
-Negative Water Quality
-Maintenance Issues

From CPS 614:



Limited Access Outside of Shade:
Cattle will only be in stream long enough 
to drink before heading back to shade

Results in:
-Increased grazing efficiency
-Better Water Quality
-Less Maintenance Issues



From CPS 614:



Water Quality Impact?

NOTE: This particular limited access was NOT installed for cost-share.



Site Inventory: Gathering Information
• What water sources do the livestock currently have access to?

• What water sources are also available (or could be created)?

• What is the yield of existing water sources? Measure the source flow rate.

• Where is electricity available?
– Pumps need power!

• Is there any existing infrastructure that can be tapped into?
– Housing for pressure tank (if applicable) 

– Existing pipeline (what length, type, diameter, depth?)

– Etc.

• Where do watering facilities need to be provided?

• What type of & how many livestock need water? 
– Is there more than one group?



Inventory Checklist

• You can take this 
checklist with you on 
site visits

• Found on Page A-I of 
the VA NRCS Watering 
Facility Design Note 
(DN-614) 



Site Inventory: Specifics for Water Sources
• Wells: 

– What is the yield? What is the pumping rate? (More to come.)

– Has it ever gone dry?

• Ponds: 
– Is the dam in good condition? 

– Is the principal spillway in good condition?

– Does the water level fluctuate throughout the year?

– Is there a significant influx of sediment into the pond? (Look at 
the inflow areas, color of water)

• Springs 
– Has the spring ever gone dry?

– Is the spring a true spring (point source) or a seep?

– Are you at the head of the spring (where it comes out of the 
ground)?

• Streams
– Are the banks and bed stable?

– Are there consistently deep pools?

– Is there a significant sediment load in the stream?

Is there anything in 
the contributing 
drainage area that 
would make the 
water unsafe for 
livestock 
consumption?



Source Flow Rate
• Measured in gallons per minute (gpm)

• Will be entered into Livestock Watering Systems Worksheet to see if the 
source produces enough water in a 24-hour period to be able to serve as 
the livestock water source



Measuring the Source Flow Rate
• A container of known volume and a pipe are indispensable tools!

– As simple as a gallon milk jug and piece of 2”x3” gutter downspout 

• Should be measured during the dry part of the year when the water table 
is at its lowest (usually August)

• Landowners who have been long-time residents of their properties may 
have a good feel for the reliability of a given water source, but have they 
measured it during the “dog days” of summer?

• Springs: Remember, we are only allowed to used 25% of the source daily 
yield

• Ponds: Measure the outflow from the pond when the pond is at its normal 
water level and long enough after a storm event that you are only 
measuring its base flow

• Streams: Stream pickups or dry hydrants require significant base flow  

• If all the livestock currently rely on a given water source exclusively, it may 
be sufficient (but not always – especially if we can only utilize 25% of it)



1. Form dam to 
funnel entire flow 
into a collection 

pipe

2. Begin collecting 
water in a container 

of known volume

3. Time how long it 
takes for the 

container to fill

• Example: It takes 15 seconds to fill a one-gallon container.

1 gallon     x         60 seconds =        4 gallons per minute
15 seconds               1 minute           





Measuring Flow Rate in Channels

• Q = AV

• USGS StreamStats: “Low Flows Region Statistics”

– Compare rough estimate of current flow level vs. “Low 
Flows”



Wells: Yield vs. Pumping Rate
• The yield of a well and the pumping rate out of the well are two different 

things

• Yield: natural recharge rate of the well 
– Determined during drilling

– Found on the “Water Well Completion Report”

– Ask local Health Department office for copy of the report if landowner does not 
remember the yield

• Pumping rate: the rate that water is pumped from the well
– May be greater than, equal to, or less than the yield!

– Concern: We don’t want to pump the well dry (bad for pump, bad for livestock)

Pumping Rate vs. Yield Okay?

Pumping Rate < Yield Yes

Pumping Rate = Yield Yes (assuming there is some storage)

Pumping Rate > Yield ??? (need to perform calculations)



How do we determine the yield?
• Landowner’s Memory or Records

• May be recorded on the cap of the well

• Health Department

• Project Records (if extending a cost-shared 
project)

• Are you adding to an existing system that 
already serves the livestock in question? 
(i.e. not adding any demand to the system)

• Well yield test:



Water Budgets

• First step in designing any system: Is the water source adequate?

• Evaluate the source on a 24-hour basis: Does the source produce enough 
water in 24 hours to meet the livestock requirements in that 24-hour 
period?

• Compare “Total Daily Demand” vs. “Source Daily Yield”

• “Source Daily Yield” MUST be greater than “Total Daily Demand”



Water Budgets: Determining Daily Demand

• See DN-614, A-2

• If utilizing existing wells, be 
sure to account for the other 
demands on the well!

– ESPECIALLY Washwater for 
Dairies

– Household use

• A well may be adequate for 
its current demands, but 
adding livestock may be 
beyond its capacity



Working Backwards:

• Note: If the source is a spring development, we can only use 
25% of the flow, so the minimum required source flow rate 
for this example would be 1.4gpm / 0.25 = 5.6gpm.



Water Budgets 
• The water budget is analogous to a money budget

• Difference: Time Scale (Daily vs. Monthly)

• You can’t spend more money than you earn (without credit 
cards), no matter how much money your bank account can
hold

• Similarly, you can’t use more water than the source 
produces, no matter how much storage you have
– A reservoir alone will not solve the source daily yield < daily demand 

problem!

Water Money

Source Daily Yield Salary/Regular Deposits

Daily Demand Expenses

Storage Bank Account



Options if Source Daily Yield < Daily Demand

• Is there another water source that can be used 
instead?

• Is there another water source that can be tied in so 
that both water sources contribute?

• Can a limited access to the stream also be installed?



Example: Inadequate Well

• Can a limited access to the stream also be installed?

Also, ensure pump has 
dry run protection.



Two-pronged approach to source adequacy:

• Once you’ve determined that the source produces enough water to 
meet the total DAILY demand, you have to determine if it will be able to 
meet the PEAK demand of the livestock 

– Don’t want to run out of water DURING a drinking event

Adequate 
Source?

1. Yield (Source Flow Rate)

2. Ability to meet peak demand
-Source may be strong enough alone

-If not, STORAGE



What is the peak demand?

• Caused by the “herd” drinking habits of cattle

• All come to drink at the same time

• Need to have adequate recharge available to 
the trough

• Rules of Thumb: 

– 2gpm per hole of frost-free trough

– 5gpm for storage troughs



Slide borrowed from “Solar Powered Water Systems for Grazing Operations” webinar 
presentation by Kevin Ogles, Grazing Lands Specialist, USDA-NRCS



Important Distinction:
• DN614-I-2: The daily water demand will determine if a water 

source is adequate, while peak water demand governs sizing 
of system components.

• Pipeline size, pumping rate (if a pump is used), etc.

• Peak Demand  Design Flow Rate



Example: Is extra storage needed for this project?

• Storage might be needed, since we are planning to pump at 
8gpm to meet the peak demand, but the well yield is only 3gpm

• Need more info on the well to determine how much water is 
stored in the well

Water Source: Well, Yield = 3gpm

Troughs: 4-hole frost-free



Example: Is extra storage needed 

for this project?

How much water is stored in this well?

Depth of Water Available to Pump =

Well Depth – Static Water Level – Pump Height – Pump Length

425’     - 20’              - 20’        - 3’    =  382’ of water

Additional Well Info:
Bore-Hole Depth: 425’

Diameter: 6”

Static Water Level: 20’

Planned Pump Height: 20’ from bottom

425’

20’

20’



DN-614-B-4

1625gpd / 3 events = 545 gallons per event

382ft. X 1.47gal/ft. = 561gal stored in well

There is enough water stored for one drinking event (especially considering 
we haven’t factored in 3gpm recharge during the event), but what about 
subsequent events? Will the well recover in time?



Well Budget: 3 events
Water Well Budget

Assumptions:

Recharge Rate (Well Yield): 3gpm

382ft. of storage = 561 gallons of storage in the well

65 cow/calf pairs @ 25gpd = 1625 gpd

1625gpd / 3 events = 545 gal/event @ 8gpm delivery rate = 68min/event

Description Water in Well (gal) Time Start Time Stop
Total Time 

(min)
Delivery Rate 

(From Well, gal)
Recharge Rate 
(To Well, gal)

Net Per Min 
(gal)

Total Net 
(gal)

Water in Well 
(gal)

Drinking Event 1 561 9:00 10:08 68 -8 3 -5 -340 221

Recharge 221 10:08 12:00 112 0 3 3 336 557

Drinking Event 2 557 12:00 13:08 68 -8 3 -5 -340 217

Recharge 217 13:08 15:00 112 0 3 3 336 553

Drinking Event 3 553 15:00 16:08 68 -8 3 -5 -340 213

Recharge 213 16:08 18:04 116 0 3 3 348 561

The well maintains 213+ gallons in storage, and recovers by 6:04pm. 
There is no need for additional storage.



Well Budget: 2 events

The well maintains 51+ gallons in storage, and recovers by 6:32pm. 
There is no need for additional storage.

Water Well Budget

Assumptions:

Recharge Rate (Well Yield): 3gpm

382ft. Of storage = 561 gallons of storage in the well

65 cow/calf pairs @ 25gpd = 1625 gpd

1625gpd / 2 events = 815 gal/event @ 8gpm delivery rate = 102min/event

Description Water in Well (gal) Time Start Time Stop
Total Time 

(min)
Delivery Rate 

(From Well, gal)
Recharge Rate 
(To Well, gal)

Net Per Min 
(gal)

Total Net 
(gal)

Water 
in Well 

(gal)

Drinking Event 1 561 9:00 10:42 102 -8 3 -5 -510 51

Recharge 51 10:42 2:00 198 0 3 3 594 645 *Cap at 561

Drinking Event 2 561 14:00 15:42 102 -8 3 -5 -510 51

Recharge 51 15:42 18:32 170 0 3 3 510 561

NOTE: Assuming fewer drinking events is generally more conservative and will help 
ensure that enough storage is available. Animal behavior is difficult to predict! 



Storage
• If your peak demand cannot be met by the source, here is 

where storage becomes critical!

• A reservoir (or storage in the well) is needed when the 
source daily yield is adequate, but the source recharge rate 
alone is not adequate to “keep up” with the livestock when 
they come to drink



Reservoirs
• Storage for Peak Demand

– Low-Yielding Source

– Pumps that cannot meet peak demand (e.g. solar, hydraulic ram)

• Sediment Settling (e.g. for spring developments)

• NOT purely for pressure reduction (there are more cost-
effective ways of reducing pressure)

– Pressure Reducing Valves

– Storage Troughs can break pressure:





Make sure reservoirs are bedded level 
and with a granular backfill to keep them 
from settling. Recommend plumbing with 
a galvanized pipe out to 10’ from the 
reservoir to keep PVC from shearing off 
if it settles. Outlet pipe must be graded 
to drain.



Water Delivery

• How will the water get from the source or 
reservoir to the point of use?

• Three principle methods:

– Gravity

– Pressure (Pumps)

– Hybrid (Pressure/Pump + Gravity)



Gravity
• Rely on gravity to move the water through the system to 

watering facility

• Static pressure increases at 1psi per every 2.31feet of fall

• Pressure resets to zero when the system is open to the 
atmosphere



• In gravity systems, troughs must be located far enough below the water source 
to generate enough pressure for float valves to operate efficiently

• Frost-Free Troughs: 
5psi min. x 2.31ft/psi = 11.55ft. between source and float valve 

 Need 14ft. between source and ground at trough 



Air Locks
• One of the major considerations in installing gravity pipelines 

is air-locking.

• Air locks can be partial or total; that is, they can either 
completely block flow, or they can partially block the flow, 
reducing the desired flow rate. The following sketches 
illustrate total and partial air locks:

Note: Air Lock slides borrowed from Virginia NRCS. 



Air Locks
Pipeline installed with a high place in the line.



Partial Air Locks
Partial Air Lock



Total Air Lock
Total Air Lock



• The occurrence of an air lock in a pipeline can be prevented 
in a number of ways:
– Install the pipeline on a continuous grade without undulations or 

high points - the topography may make such an installation 
impractical. 

– Ensure that air does not enter the pipeline - while this is obvious, in a 
practical sense, it is probably not possible to completely prevent air 
from entering a pipeline. 

– Ensure that the flow velocity is sufficient to flush any air out of the 
line. 

– Adding a vent pipe or water trough at the high spot is a possible 
solution

Prevention is always the best cure here.  Airlocks should be discussed with the landowner 
and the contractor BEFORE the pipeline is installed.

Preventing Air Locks

From the “Pipeline Detail” Design Sheet:



Venting To Prevent An 
Air Lock



What if all of the troughs are not at lower 
elevations than the water source?

Conventional

PUMP SYSTEMS

Solar-Powered
Hydraulic Ram

Nose, 
Sling, 

Windmill

Not commonly 
used/recommended





Sling Pumps
• Not commonly used or recommended

• Uses energy of moving water to force water to a 
higher elevation

• Operate from a flowing stream (at least 2.5 ft deep, 
velocity >1.5 ft/sec)

• Flow rates of 1-2gpm with lift capacity up to 50ft. 

• Rotates the pump body forcing water through a coil 
inside into a pipe

• Limitations: 

– debris damage/clogging (frequent checking required)

– must be strongly secured to prevent being washed away 



Nose Pumps

• Animal-powered pumps

• Deliver ~1pt. Of water every time 
the animal pushes a paddle with its 
nose

• Only serves one animal at a time 
(limited to small herd sizes)

• Calves or other animal types may 
not be able to operate

• May freeze in winter

• Low lift capacity (15-20ft. max.) 

• Only over short distances (<200ft.)



Hydraulic Ram Pumps



Hydraulic Ram Pumps

Source: EFH12



Hydraulic Ram Pumps

From CPS 533:



Hydraulic Ram: Design Considerations

• Ideal Application: Pumping from Ponds at Dam 
– Lots of fall, short distance

• Typically, pump to a reservoir at the high point in the system in 
order to be able to meet the peak demand
– Rams have a very low pumping rate, but pump 24 hours a day

– Reservoir should hold the 24-hour demand

• Advantages:
– No power required

– Pump itself relatively inexpensive

• Disadvantages:
– Valves wear out because of 24/7 operation

– Inlets clog if attempting in a stream

– Trough locations still somewhat limited (must be lower than reservoir)



Solar Systems: Design Considerations

• Typically, pump to a reservoir at the high point 
in the system in order to be able to meet the 
peak demand
– The sun isn’t always shining!

– Reservoirs typically sized to hold 3-days worth of storage for livestock

• Advantages:
– No grid power required

• Disadvantages:
– Expensive

– Trough locations still somewhat limited (must be lower than reservoir)



Solar System









Water Level Indicator

• Rod is sitting on a float in the 
underground reservoir

• Farmer can see water level 
from a distance and knows 
when he might need to 
supplement with another 
water source (e.g. limited 
access)



Solar Systems
From CPS 533:

http://pvwatts.nrel.gov/



Solar System – Layout Considerations
• Proximity of pump to 

panels & controller 
(length and gauge of 
wire $$$)

• Line of site from panels 
to sun
– South-facing

– Clear view



Purchasing Solar Components

• Recommend purchasing the pump, pump 
controller, and solar array from the same 
supplier!

• The supplier will ensure that the components 
will work with one another.



PUMPS

• Example of a 4” submersible 
pump (typical pump type in a 
6” drilled well)

• Pumps are “sized by others” 
but we need to be able to 
explain how the contractor 
should be using our 
worksheet to size the pump



“Conventional” Systems

• i.e. Pumps connected to electric grid

• Less expensive than solar when close to grid

• Typically: 4” Submersible Pumps

• Jet pumps also an option

What controls when the pump is on or off?



Pressure 
Switch

PUMP

Timer
Constant Pressure/
Variable FrequencyFloat Switch

PUMP CONTROLLERS
4 Commons Pump Controller Options:



Pressure Switch
• Most common method of pump control (especially in houses)

• Requires a pressure tank (must be sized appropriately!)

• Easy to install and replace

• Turn pump on when pressure drops to low setting

• Turn pump off when pressure rises to high setting

• The default assumption on the Virginia NRCS “Pressure System 
Worksheet”

• Make sure that the switch settings given by worksheet are commonly 
available 



Timer
• Turns the pump on and off at specified, 

changeable intervals (normally once or 
twice per day)

• Most common application: controlling 
pumps in low-yielding wells (pump to 
reservoir)

– Reservoir must be at high point in the system 

– Troughs are supplied via gravity-flow from 
reservoir

• Reservoir must have an overflow –
otherwise the pump will burn up or 
pipes will burst!

• Timer may need to be adjusted 
throughout the year to match the 
changing livestock water requirements



Timer and 
Solar Water Systems

Slide borrowed from Virginia NRCS



Hydrant functions as air release



With Timer: Reservoir must have an overflow!



Float Switch (in Reservoir)
• Turns the pump on when water 

drops below a set level

• Turns the pump off once the 
water level reaches the “full” 
level

• Typically control the pump in 
the well

• Water moves from the reservoir 
to troughs by gravity or a 
second (pressure-switch 
controlled) pump in the 
reservoir







“Constant Pressure” Pump Controller
• Maintain a constant pressure in the system

• Pump is constantly running, but pump 
controller varies its speed (pumping rate) 
depending on demand

• Pressure tanks may be smaller than those 
for pressure switches

• More up-front expense than pressure switch 
set-up

• More difficult to fix than a simple pressure 
switch!

This system is set to 62psi.





What is the minimum pressure setting 
for a constant pressure system?

If the controller is set at 25psi (and is at the same elevation as 
the well), what is the actual “Dynamic Head added to the pump 
by the watering system”?

25psi x 2.31ft/psi = 58ft of head

58



Pumps are “sized by others” (meaning that 
the “others” who are installing the system 
are the ones that pick the appropriate 
pump), but we need to be able to explain 
how the contractor should be using our 
worksheet to size the pump.

Sizing pumps???



• Contractor will select a pump to pump the desired pumping 
rate (gpm) at the TOTAL dynamic head of the system

GPM TDH

• Every pump has a “pump curve” and will pump different 
flow rates at different head levels

• We provide the “above ground” head on our worksheets; 
contractor will add this to the “lift head” to determine the 
“total dynamic head”

PUMP SIZING



• These 5gpm pumps of varying 
horsepower can operate at 
pumping rates of 2gpm – 9gpm 
depending on the total head on 
the pump.

• Example: The pump for a system 
will have a “Total Head” of 200ft. 
Will any of these 5gpm pumps 
pump at 8gpm?

– YES: the ¾ HP pump will work

Example Pump Curve



= Pumping Rate





Example

“Above-Ground” Head = 311ft.

(Our calculation)

“Lift” Head = Elevation Head + Friction Loss IN WELL

Elevation Head = 166’ (Surface Elevation – Pumping Level)

Friction Loss: 500’ 1” PE pipe @ 6gpm = 13’
Lift Head = 166’ + 13’ = 179’

(Contractor’s calculation)

TOTAL Dynamic Head = Above-Ground + Lift

= 311’ + 179’ = 490’

=166’

= 500’ below 
surface



Contractor tells the pump supplier:

“I need a pump that will pump 6gpm at 490ft.
of total dynamic head.”



10 GPM 
Submersible 
Pump Curves

• 490’ of head

• 6gpm

• Use the 1hp, 
10gpm pump



5 GPM 
Submersible 
Pump Curves

• 490’ of head

• 6gpm

The 1.5hp 5gpm 
pump is the 
closest fit. 



Sizing Pressure Tanks

Effective Drawdown Volume = Total Tank Volume x Drawdown Factor

Drawdown factor depends on pressure switch settings. 

Assume 40/60 pressure switch settings. What is the minimum tank size?

Min. Total Tank Volume = Effective Drawdown Vol.
Drawdown Factor

Minimum Total Tank Volume = 8 gallons / 0.26    
=31 gallons

The tank must have a total volume of at least 31 
gallons to let the pump run for at least a minute.

From “Pressure System Worksheet”:

NOTE: This is a separate example 
from the pump sizing example.

40/60 
Drawdown 

Factor = 0.26









Pressure tanks and pressure 
switches need to be housed 
where they will be dry and will 
not freeze. High humidity 
environments (e.g. 
underground) will also shorten 
the lifespan of the pressure 
switch. 



Considerations for Evaluating an 
Existing Pumping Plant



Information to Gather: Existing Systems

• Age and condition of pumping plant

• Existing Pumping Rate

• Existing Pressure Switch Settings

• Length and diameter of existing pipeline
– Evaluate for Friction Loss

• Existing Elevations
– Existing elevations need to be considered for the “High point to 

pump “to”” and “Elevation of lowest trough” 



Existing Pumping Rate
• Why does the existing pumping rate matter?

1. Is the pumping rate sufficient to supply the livestock?
2. Should be used to determine friction loss (size the pipeline) if the existing pump will be 
used

• How to determine:
– If the well was installed recently, the pumping rate may be listed on the “Water Well 

Completion Report” at the Health Dept.

• Look for the pump capacity (different from well yield) 

– Manual Pumping Rate Test: 

• Find a hydrant (something with a full flow orifice) near the pumping plant

• Open the hydrant up and wait for the pressure tank to empty

• Once the tank is empty and the switch engages the pump, begin collecting the water in a 
container of known volume

• Time how long it takes to fill the container

• Divide the gallons filled by the time it took (in minutes) to come up with the pumping rate in 
GPM

• Where to input into worksheet:
– “Alternate Peak Demand”  “Design Flow Rate”

– Also document well yield on worksheet



Pressure Switch Settings
with Existing Pumps

1) Complete the “Pressure System Worksheet” 
using the existing pumping rate

2) What pressure switch requirements are generated by the 
worksheet?

3) If the worksheet calls for pressure switch settings that are 
higher than the existing settings, the total head on the pump 
will increase, and the contractor/plumber will need to 
evaluate the impact on the pump
– This process is for planning purposes: Do we need to plan for a new pump?

– Sizing pumps is beyond the scope of our responsibility

– Leave it up to the professionals!



Pressure Switch Settings Cont’d
• Increasing the head on the 

pump will reduce its 
pumping rate

• If you don’t have info on 
the pump (model #), you 
won’t know how the 
pumping rate will be 
affected

Existing System: at 290ft. of 
head, 5gpm pumping rate

Ex. Pump, New Switch: Increase pressure 
switch from 20/40 to 40/60, a net increase 
of 20psi.
20psi * 2.31ft/psi = 46.2ft ≈ 46ft of head
New total head on pump: 290ft. + 46.2ft. = 336ft.
New Pumping rate: 31/3 gpm

336ft.

31/3 gpm



?
Just remember: use the existing pumping  rate 

as the “design flow rate” if using an existing 
pumping plant.

(Or, if the existing pump rate is inappropriate, 
plan for a new pump.)



Important Point for Existing Pumps:

Don’t confuse flow rate and pressure!

• A high flow rate does NOT necessarily mean there is too 
much pressure

• Pressure is governed by the pressure switch

• A high flow rate (pumping rate) can actually mean there will 
not be ENOUGH pressure to overcome the higher friction 
loss associated with higher flow rates during the dynamic 
condition

• Friction loss is a REAL pressure loss



POP QUIZ

• What is wrong with this set-up?

Ram Pump



POP QUIZ
• What is wrong with this set-up?

Solar-Powered 
Pump in Reservoir

Reservoir Filled by 
Pond Pick-Up



Case Study #1: Multiple Sources Tied Together

• Originally designed as a pressure system, 
drilling a new well

2000gpd demand > 1440gpd supply
*Well alone is insufficient



1.75gpm

1gpm
2.75gpm = 3960gpd



Water Budget/Reservoir Sizing

Assuming 3 drinking events:

Note: This is a conservative method to ensure reservoir size is adequate, since the 
well pump will likely be designed to pump 2gpm (since that is the bottom end of the 
pumping range for 5gpm pumps). The well is also checked to make sure that it will be 
adequate and will not be pumped dry to refill the reservoir. 



Water Budget/Reservoir Sizing

Assuming 2 drinking events:

Note: This is a conservative method to ensure reservoir size is adequate, since the 
well pump will likely be designed to pump 2gpm (since that is the bottom end of the 
pumping range for 5gpm pumps). The well is also checked to make sure that it will be 
adequate and will not be pumped dry to refill the reservoir. 



Another Challenge: Elevation

844’
876’

719’













Well pump controlled 
by float switch

A second pump in the reservoir 
pumps to the troughs and is 

controlled by a pressure switch

Water from spring 
development 

constantly flowing 
through

Water from spring 
development overflows and 

returns to its previous 
discharge point







Case Study #2: Meeting Spring Development 

Criteria with No Float Valve
• 35 cow/calf pairs

• Landowner trying to keep 
cost down

• Generating enough fall for a 
frost-free trough with float 
would’ve required much 
more pipe length

Spring: 
20+gpm

Possible FF Trough 
Location (~15ft. 
Below spring)

~2ft. Below Spring



Source Flow Rate Evaluation

• Will the livestock use less than 25% of the daily 
yield of the spring?

25% of 28800gal = 7200gpd

875gpd << 7200gpd









How much water can the orifice of the 
2” supply pipe to the trough accept?

Head on Orifice:
Water Level: 1889.28
Center of 2” Pipe: 1889.04
Head = 1889.28-1889.04 = 0.24’

Q = 0.05cfs*(7.48gal/cf)*(60sec/min) 
= 22.44gpm
Therefore, the orifice will not limit the 
flow to the trough. 





How much water can the supply pipe carry to 
the trough?
• Assume cattle have 

consumed water so 
that only 6” of water 
remains in the 
trough.

• Elevation difference 
between water level 
in spring and water 
level in trough is 1.6’.

Flow rate is 13.7gpm. This is much higher 
than the typical recommendation of 5gpm 
for storage troughs. 
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What if we wanted to continue to a 
frost-free trough farther down the hill?



What if we wanted to continue to a 
frost-free trough farther down the hill?





Case Study #3: Spr. Dev.w/ Float Valve













Case Study 4: Lake Pick-Up

• Very remote (no grid 
power)

• Only water source is 
still water

• Near stream entering 
lake

– Challenge: Sediment



Sediment

South-Facing Slope

(but need panels to 
be above the 
shadow of the 
treeline)



















Troughs function as reservoir, rather 
than adding the extra expense of a 
separate reservoir and sacrificing 

the best position for troughs





Final Thoughts
• Plan the least-cost technically feasible alternative

• Make sure system you are planning has realistic materials

• Keep in mind: 
– LWS Worksheet does NOT automatically check low points in pipeline

– LWS Worksheet assumes pressure switch is at the same elevation as 
the well (for above-ground head on pump calculation)

Don’t be scared to ask for help!



Special Thanks To:

• Districts whose designs & projects were 
featured

• All of you in the audience!
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